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Hvet, Aug. lti 17.
NOTICEs   
We have made ar-
rangements with the mill
• at ruryear, Tenn., to ex-
- change their whole wheat
Fior and Bran to the
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XV hereus,&the people have just
gone through a wed.ii3ome poli-
tical campaign and the question .
n-sett led  -
McDaniel and •Brandon- loealt_k_
invite -the laboring people to
meet at the court house at 1
o'clock 4th Monday in August,
1913, for the purpose oeholding
a convention for the purpose of




Therefore,. we the Socialists of
various offices_of the county.
There will be public speaking
at that hour.
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Lynn Grove school will begin
Aug. 18th. which is next Mon-
day. We will be glad .to see.
every student in Lynn Grtive
trict present, also any-other anti
dent that desires to be in our
school. Every student come and
earoll cn first day, lets make a
good beginning.. -Well begun
is half done.- Parents.. come
with your children • and see us
start oar work.--R. Breath.
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.To they Good People of Calloway "'"rit•
County: Mi. S. .1. Pool,
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Speakers on !lime Making  Have Been Secured
For the Barbecue at Versailles, Aug, 20
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!.‘.haven't any frown on my face. ,
, nor have I got .my lips dropped tir., 1, ,
at any man: I am a proud man. .r.
Although the sting of defeat isJ.
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at • uryear, Tenn., to ex-
change their whole wheat
and Bran to the
usual rat exchange.
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tical campaign and the question
has not- beetuset tietr
Therefore, we the.Socialists of
McDaniel and Brandon loials, •
invite the laboring people to   --7-
',4)nyersville, Sept meet at the court house at 1
o'clock 4th Monday in August,
J.:,ant Grove, Sept 1913. for the purpose of holding
- a convention for the purpose of
nominating candidates for thet., -Manley Chop;
—rvarions °likes o the county-
There will be public speakingahnson's Chapel,
at that hour, t
a et., Sept 21.22. J. H. Bell, -H. P. Oslaron,
G. E. Rov. lett, N. T. Blalock,thurc-h. Sent .Y7 
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Lynn Grove school will begin
Aug. 18th, which is next Mon-
day. . We be glad to see
f-every student in Lynn-Grove clis-
f trict present, also 'any otheratu-
dent that des'.res to be in our
school. Every. student come and
enroll on first day, lets *make a
lgood beginning. "Well begts4
is half done." -Parents, come
with your Children aqtl see tiz,
start our. work.—R. E. Broach.
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itors had decreed that Dixie must go. After
the °peplos_ bid the bidding had been confined
Io men, who were strangers to the .rest of
the inectators. One of them was a tall well-
built young fellow, who leaned against the
corner of the fence, his Stetson pulled • low over-
his _eyes, and his hands in his pockets. and
whose seeming attitude of indifference was be-
lied by his interest in the bidding. The other_
iooked the typical Kentucky horseman. his
checked suit much the worse for wear, and
his broad brimmed hat almost on the point of
falling off his head as he snapped back his five
.1ollar bids. The auctioneer, Tom Pierson. a
horseman and politician of . local fame, wel-
comed every opporfunity to exercise his natural
gift as an orator, and while not understanding
,the reason .for the competition between these
two bidders, for in his opinion as a horseman,
the present bidding was more than the actual
value of Dixie and her colt, welcomed it gladly
and used every art known to his wily brain to
increase _it.
"Only three fifty for this fine mare, who, has
many years of usefulness, even if she can't race.
-before her, and think of the possibilities of her
eon, gentlemen. Ah! Here comes Colonel
. Castlewain; he's the best judge of horseflesh in
the Blue Grass, and now three fifty will never
'buy Dixie."
The spectators all turned to greet the best
loved man in that section, as he drove up to
the fence-rail. his team of thoroughbreds im-
tçntly tgssing.their_Jteads at the interruption
to their morning jaunt. -Every- hat was re-
moved, for seated at the side of the Colonel in
THE stONTHLt MAGA INS .
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‘4 HREE FIFTY for Dixie and her culte.-_his runabout was his daug,hter, Jean Castlewain,T
only three fifty for one of the best as much admired as -the Colonel was loved. .
bred mares in old Kentucky. Why, "Hello, Tom; how are you all, boys?"wne
gentlemen, the proud blood of 'Hindoo' courses 'the Colonel's greeting lfi the auctioneer 'and
through her veins. The young gentleman in the spectators.
the corner will say three seventy-five? No? Torn Pierson stepped down from his box and
Three fifty-five? Well, that helps, but it's a started over to the fence-rail to greet the Ca-
rrying shame." onel. 'Glad to see you, Colonel, and most de
-
It was a scene so dear to the hearts of the lighted, Miss Jean. We are selling Major 
Shel- .
old time farmer, an auction sale, and many of by's Dixie and her colt. and I was just 
telling
the spectators present had known Major Shelby - the boys that she's all blue blood, and her 
colt
from boyhood, and sorrowed at the waning of 'ought to win a Darby."
the Shelby fortunes. Almost the last of his "Yes, indeed, Tom; nothing better 
bred than
possessions, his. mare Dixie and her year-old that colt anywhere. What's the bidding"
colt, were to be sold. She was finely bred "Three fifty-five, Colonel Will 
you make 'it
and had given great promise. hut several years three seventy-fiver
before an accident had rendered her useless for "No, go ahead; I'll hold my bid in 
reserve.-
the race track. Major Shelby had bred her and Tom Pierson stepped back to his box 
.
her dam before her, and the loss of all of his -"All right, gentlemen. I have three fifty-five
other possessions had not grieved him as much bid. Three sixty, do you say?"
_losing of_Pixie. The law and stern cred- And the man in the checked suit nodded_ _
"And-now three sixty-fire. my ruling friend"
The young fellow in the corner, who hod
removed his Steteuti -as Colonel Castlewain
drove up, resumed his lounging attitude and
..nodded assent to the auctioneer. As he did so
he observed an almost imperceptible exchange
of nods between his adversary and Colonel
Castlewain,---
"Three seventy." said the man in the checked--
suit. and as the bidding went on in five dollar
jumps. Colonel Castlewain became interested in
the young fellow in the corner.
Charlie Miller, he of the checked suit, was
there by his instructions to buy the mare, but
the Cirolonel could not understand why anyone
else wanted the crippled mare and the untried
colt.
"Four hundred I am hid," said Tom. "Keep
.it up, gentlemen, we'll get her value yet."
The Colonel determined • o take a hand him-
self. "Make it five, Tom," he said.
"Thank you. Colonel. I am bid five hun-
dred."
"Five hundred and five," said-the- young fel-
low in the -corner. _
Colonel Castlewain jumped . from his runa-
bout and walked towards the young fellow, de-
termined to find why he wanted Dixie. As he
approached him the young man removed his
Stetson and extended his right hand to the
Colonel, who stopped for a moment with -a
puzzled look in his eyes, which gave way tus
'
"Yes, Colonel."
"My- boy, it's a -great, great pleasure to see
you." and the Colonel turned to the auctioneer
and said. "Say, Tom, this sale is over; this. is
Wood Shelby, and' the mare and colt are Weill
his bid."
'AIT 601. 1 bear OY gOance
on five hundred and five? Once, twice, three
times an sold," The auctioneer stepped down
from his box. and walked over to Wood Shelby
"I am most glad to meet you, Mr. Shelby, and
know your dear old dad well, and his troubles
grieve my heart."
Wood helby shook the auctioneer's hand,
then reached in his pocket and counted out the
purchase money for Dixie.
"Thank you," said the auctioneer; "your re-
ceipt will be sent you, the Colonel witnesses
the payment," then_ turning to the spectators,
wbo were about. to depart, he said, "Now re-
member, gentlemen, the property will be sold
at-the -coUrthouseT-sr-two - catock.--•-frooct-b ye,
Colonef... Good-bye, Mr. Shelby; very ,elad to
have met -you, and hope you will remember me 
dkindly to your ad," and he joined the spe -ta-
tors- as--they-unhitched their. various teams and
drove away, with the exception of Miller, of
the checked suit, who was talking to Jean Cas-
-tlewain.
The colonel said to Wood Shelby, "You
-Tenierithe 40111t-youNtrootIF Come over
and -speak to her:" and the two approached the
runabout, where jean -Castlewain sat holding
the reins of the thoroughbreds. "Jean, this is
WOod Shelby. Harry's friend, and a better friend
no. boy ever had," Wood Shelby looked at the
girl in astonishment. For the- first twenty years
of his life he had been almost as one of the
Castlewain family.. and could hardly believe it
possible that the romping little toinooy he had
known ten years ago could'have blossomed into
this beautiful girl, beautiful even when judged by
the Kentucky standard of beauty. Her hair was
chestnut brown, with littLe tendrils blowing
about her white. nee*, shinty?' like spun gold in
the sunlight.- Her blue -eyes, beautiful inher-
itancesfrpot her. northern mother, were as sap-
phires in •the rich setting of her sweet face.
Jean Castlewain regarded Wood Shelby with
equal interest. To her. he had always been
mote or -less of a hero; her memory of him
had been of laughing eata_and mout.t, a caw-
less grace of figure, so peculiar to many Ken-
tucky men, and although the grace still re-
an expression of gladness as he grasped the mained in his figure, the laughter of. the eyes
Youlig rd'ares hant believe you are Wricid-'---end mouth had- grown -venews -Ilrdialt C6 "used-
nese'Shelby.
11111T 'FS- lir














































































"Remember Wood, Remember My big chum'
Indeed I so." And the smile of Jean Castle-
wain, that had thrilled many a youthful heart,
grew more tender as she looked down on the
man who had been almost a 4brothir to her
'When did you return, Wood?" she asked.
"Last night," he answered.
. "How is your father?"
"He is much better today My coming seemed
_to have -braced him up considerably. You know
it hils been ten years since I have seen father.
Me-AO: forgotten the shortcomings of my early
ifilys, and tells - me has happier than he has
been for years. I knew nothing of his misfor•
tine until several days ago. One of our home
boys works on the ranch in which I am in-
" terested in Wyoming, and every week receive,
a paper from home. In this paper there was
a notice telling of father's misfortunes and The
sale of Dixie and his few remaining posses-
- 'lions. You know 'that through my boyish -fol.
lies father and I had become estranged, so that.
I had no means of knowing what had been ••
done. When I read the notice I took the first
train to Kentucky, and this morning has Ireen
-the happiest morning in my life, because I have
able to cheer up dear old dad. Colonel,
,you'll go in and see him with me, won't your'
"I'll be only too glad to. Wood, if you think
wanrr so-see-nip. You know, Wood, I have--
been over 'here a number of times, but he has
always refused to see ma"
"I would like to have you' go with me, for I
believe it would do him a world of good to see
you..,
"All right, my boy. You'll wait here for me,
Jean"
• "Yes, but tell Major Shelby that I want to
talk to him whenever I can."
"Very well, Wood, let's go, for I am anxious
to see the Major."
The once splendid Shelby estate had dwindled
down to several acres, and even these had been
mortgaged and were to be sold. Major Shelby
had long since given up the old Shelby home-
stead and had moved into what had formerly
been i, tenant bow on the estate, and here he
had lived the life of a recluse for the past six
or seven years. His only servant:- and - pro--
tically his only companion, having been an old
negro, whom his family had owned in the
slavery days. In the palmy days 'of the Shelbys,
old Sam had been the chief factoteni of the
household, and Sam was a handy man, for he
could do anything, from the mixing of a mint
--Jahr, to the plowing-, of- a cornfield. In the
former art, however. told Sam had no equal.
Many a famous Kentuckian remembers,. as
among the most pleasant incidents of his life, a
hot summer afternoon: the wide Shelby veranda,
through whichthere ever blew a cooling breeze.
the tinkle of The ice against the glass as, with
smiling face, old Sani brought out the ."favorite
refreshments 9f our guests." And the event
in Sam's life that he treasured nearest his heart
was when a great Kentuckian had said to him.
"Sam Shelby. the tinkle of that glass 5J the
sweetest music I have ever heard, and your
mint bed lines the path to Paradise."
As the Colonel and Wood Shelby passed
down the long lane t&& -liarrICc' the tittle cot-
tage in which MajoF Shelby -lrired, they saw
old Sam approaching them, and Wood said,
"Colonel, I want to thank you from the bot-
tom of my heart for all you have done for
father, Sam has told me of the little and large.
kindnesses you have done for him."
"My boy, next to my family. I have loved__
your father more than anything on earth, and
I would gladly share everything I have with
him, but _oh, his cursed pride!"
As Sam caught sight of the Colonel, he hur-
ried forward and said: "Good things are com-
ing to our family very fast right now. Colonel.
The Major has been so happy at seeing M.
Wood, and I know that this is the only other
thing that he needs; but. Colonel, I am in great
trouble just now, great trouble."
"What is it. Sam?"; . . s. .
"Well, Colonel, when-yen-go-is-to see Major
Shelby. he will call old Sam and say. 'Sam, you
black rascal.'" and Sam chuckled gleefully,
"you will bring Colonel Castlewain the refresh-
ment of which he is fondest."
"%yell, _what's the troubly.,Samr*
"WhkrColonelt yera/see -1•• have got the mint,
and that's about alt," •
"Well. Sam, go out and tell Miss Jean to let
you and Mr Miller take the runabout and drive
over to my house and get anything you want,
and tell Miss Joan to come in and see Major
Shelby, and hurry: those horses, __Sran, hetet», 
we must not disappoint • the Major."
'.'All right, Colonel; thank you, Colonel— We
gut the minti_4be finest mint in Kentucky," and
Sam trudged along, while the Colonel and Wood
Shelby waited for Jean to join them.
There were about four -rooms in the little
cottage in which Major Shelby lived, one of
these,. wits a- large living -Nom in which were
mini-of- di "most prized - relics of the olden
days, and here Major Shelby sat on a lounge
-patiently awaiting die return of Wood. Several
months before he had had a partial paralytic
stroke and was unable to move without aiObt-
grace. Misfortunes had befallen the Major very
fast during the last ,few years, and the notice
of the foreclosure on his property, including
Dixie and her colt,--had seemed the final blow.
The unexpected homecoming of his son, how-
ever, and the assurances of Wood that he need
worry no more in the future had cheered the
old Major considerably, and he was feeling
bri.,hter and better this morning than he had
felt for years. Wood had assured him that he
would buy in the mare, but Wood's absence
seemed so prolonged that he had sent old Sam
to find its cause.
The door opened and Wood entered the
room. "Father, we've got Dixie, all right, but
I am heir:mins-CIE two guests that I know you
will be glad to see." Jean Castlewain and the
Colonel entered the room. At the sight of
Colonel Castlewain the old man- straightened
up, with just a slight trace Of hauteur on his
face, • which soon disappeared under Abe warmth
of the Colonel's greeting. .
"Henry," said the Colonel, "we're a couple of
old fool.s..and although_ I _have never known
why you have seen fit-to Sever OUT relations, I
have laved you just the same."
"Richard. perhaps I have been-Tit:dish; per-
haps I should not have allowed my pride to
have affected my love for you, but the thought
of my boy having wronged you hurt me so
terribly, that it seemed as though I never cared
to see anyone again."
"Wronged me. Henry? Why, Wood never
wronged me."
"Richard, he not only wronged you, but he
wronged his father and his family name-when
he forged your name to a check."
"You're mistaken, he did no such 'thing, but
you haven't spoken to Jean as yet," and Jean,
who had,, during the meeting of the old friends.
stood back in the corner of the room, came for-
ward.
-"And this is Jean? What a lovely girl_ you
have grown to be. rny child."
-"Thank you, Uncle Henry. I may still call
you the old names"
"I am honored, honey." and Jean Castlewain
reached down and Vssed the Major's forehead.
"Henry," the Colonel continued. "we must get
this millef-ilraightened' out at Once. • Have
you been under the impression all these years
that Wood forged my name?"
Bright's liisease I take care of
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"Why surd) Richard," and there was a Iwo,
of bewildernient in -the Major's eyes.
"What made you think so, Henry"
"Colonel, I heard you say so."
"Why, Henry. I have_liever mentioned the
subject to you "
"Not directly, but back in that unhappy time
I drove into town one day and went into the
bank to see George Johnson, who was carrying
loan for me Wood had written-to me stating
that he must have five hundred dollars at once.
and I went to get this money for him.. jahn
sOfr was not in at the time, and I went into one
of the rear rooms of the bank to wait fur him.
I must have fallen asleep, for I was awakened
by the sound of voices. and I heard you and,
Johnson talking I heard you say that you had
gotten a letter from Wood Shelby stating that
he had forged your name to a check for five--
- hundred dollars, and I heard you tell Joheetion
--that when a check came in,. should he be doubt-
ful about the signature, to pay it brall means._
This almost broke my heart and.I wint out of
that, room quietly and drove home. My boy
had been wild as boys went in those days, but
lie had always been honest, upright and truth-
ful with me. and it seemed to me as though
there was little left in life -worth while living
for." '
,mistake, and hoL
I known that you knew - anything about it, it
_would' have been corrected long ago. Wood,
come over here," and Wood walked over to the
Colonel's chair. "Henry, this boy was trying
to save my son, but I wilft to tell all four of
you a little story. Years ago in old Kentucky
there were two fine old estates side by side,
and the families that owned them. had lived on,
them for generations. A boy was born in each
family within a few months of each other, and
their early lives were spent in continual com-
panionship, each loving the other as a brother.
One of them, at the risk of his life, saved the
life of his chum. They were educated together,
and the first break in their companionship came
when one of them visiting relatives in the
north, fell in love 'with a beautiful northern
-girl. Then came the Civil War, and through
some strange workings of fate, one of them
enlisted iii the northern army a-ad one in the
southern army.- Happily, they did not meet
on the battlefield, but when the war was over
they met cia the, same train returning home.
"The they  
vanquishedagainbecame 
eicna m ehgrayt 
forgotesame 
medsathe f rien bitterness 
of defeat in his affection for the victor in blue. 
and
before the war. One of then married his
northern sweetheart, and the other-a-beautiful
Kentucky girl, and their sons became' intimate
friends just as their fathers were. They -entered
the same college, each sharing the other's likes
and dislikes. They were both generous-hearted
and lavish in the expenditure of .money, and as
college boys do, accumulated many debts, which
their fathers paid, although one of them could
ill afford to do so. When the second year
of their college course was nearing its close,
they both found themselves so heavily in deSt-
that they hesitated to tell their fathers of it,
and_ instead of doing so they resorted to bet-
- lug- -on' horse rsees. Foe ---a-ajesset While they---:-.
were _ slightly- succeosful, but not enough to
help themselves very Much. One day they re-
ceived information from a racing friend of
theirs that a certain horse was to win, and
while they did not have the money they bor-
rowed $500, to bet on the race, promising im- -
mediate repayment. As is most frequent, in'
such cases, the horse lost. The two boys. each..
then, wited their fathers requesting $500 im-
mediately. The father of one of them replied
he did nothave the money, but wt-uld endwavor--•---.
to secure it for his son. The other father had
(Jorstioured. ow Page 13)
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Station and its Work
Edited by Thompson R. Bryant, Supt.
R
ETURNS ,for the - ;armee of the present
day, who 'works - along the line of law
, proved scientific methods, are no 10W1 .
problematical, OVIsere these methcids arc ask-
ployed the improvement in crop, has lei* it;
most phenomenal, amounting to ii many eAtisill
from 200 percent to 400 percent increase over
former yearn. States are being organized to
study these methods, .and the United States
Department of Agriculture, ever striving to -
assist the farmer, has done most wonderful
work. Valy farmers have been slow to rec-
ognize. Ms condition,: and working with soil
whose original fertility has been almost ex-
hausted, wonder why - they grow
poorer every year. A few years ago
the farmers of Illinois became awak-
ened to the ,possibility attained by
following more aZietitilie- 'methods,
and in each county organized asso-
ciations and cranloiNI experts to
assist them. In this work they were
continually aided by Flrofessor Hop-
kins, of the State University, who
had thrown himself heart and soul
into this work. As a result the
crops in Illinois in the last year, of
these farmers who had followed
these methods under far less favor-
able climatic conditions. showed an
increase of-an -average of MO percen:
more than in 1906. The farmer in
Kentucky has been e'ven stoirer in-
recognizing this .condition than in
most • other agricultural states, artii
despite the fact that they possess
a most eacellent college with a fac-
ulty composed of men with excep-
tional ability, they have been most
backward in taking advantage of it.
These devoted men working under
limited appropriations, appropriations
not only limited, but in some cases
even paid, are accomplishing a great good.
The existence of. the Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station was made possible by res-






.September, 1885„ at which time M. A. Scovell-
.-was appointed Director.
- The first law covering the inspection and
analysis of commercial fertilizers was passed in
1886, which law _continued until 1898, when the
taw was amended- eo—iew present form. .This
law provides for the inspection of all commer-_ . 
eial leitilixers sold within the bounds
- state-- and prevents the eala -rot _any.....lar situ s _
not beating.a tag on which is given the dealer'
s
guarantee of the composition under tat inspec-
tion made 'by the Experiment Station. •
The first considerable impetus given to the
work 'of the Experiment Station was made pos-
sible by the passage of the Hatch Act by Con-
gress in March, 1887.' This act provided $1-5,000
annually for the establishment and maintenance
of an Agricultural Experiment Station se each
of the .states.
In 1887 a farm Of-AM acres was Ourchased
near the city limits of Lexington to be used
Eaperimerii St•tuul, Labot•torY and Office
Kentucky State University.
for experimental purposes. This farm has been
added to from time to time adjacent to the
original plot, until now the Station has 243
acres of the best blue grass land.
In 1888 a building was erected for the Sta-
tion work, and also there was quartered in this
building from an early date the department of
chemistry of *the uniasee4eity proper. -In 1904 the--
new Station building was completed. which- is—
one Of the handsonntst station buildings i the
country.
At the present time there is ready. for -butt-
oancy an addition to this building more, than
equal to the original: The original building. .ja --
now not only entirely devoted to chemistry, but 4-
is necessarily given over to 'a few -
that science, the larger number of Ault. fits
being in the ne-- chemistry building on the .c-,:
lege campus„
th",11-eft of lawaylills white top in
 timothy wist,h a
The pure food law of 1841. in which .S2400 • ro
t aolUtion of iron sulphate The dart Port
• sprayed, the white...part unsprayed.
was provided for the inspection- oeif-- -airaiv-rs-
of foods and products sold in the state. .: •::, • • • solving of such problems 
involve.
amended in 1908, giving greater pewee r i'••• ir, it research and experim
entation '
thorities making such -inspections,- artfl'T,r•••si7r-------mttry- •fliturea. Ar the same time it-iw-401.414-
mg an annual revenue of $30,000 for the '7*-71.--re- .;•triv .rue that the facts learned at the 
Ken
oUtion of the - work. The law as a • -IMent-, :n -.. tattoo and elsewhere are of great 
value
190$ continues 'to the present time. • ,armer. ahd 'if the facts already 
known
A law providing for the inspec
tion and al,
alysis-of etoCV feeds wii. peeped in Y906 a
nd
requires the proper Iiigging at -every 
hag of
feed sold 'within the state, this tag 
to bear the
manufacturer's -guerentee— under the anal) sis
. ,
made by the Experiment Station.
 Adultera
toms are noted and are made more 
conspicuous
for example, by the use of a yello
w tag which
can be told at a distance, 
signifying that ti..
feed is adulterated. .
--k—ScoVelt 'continued Director 
front the
time- of 16e—Organitation of the Station 
until
hie death; Angus; IS. 1912. The -staff now 
has
sixty-two meinberi, and the work of the 
Sta-
- tion• i
s enormously diversified, as in-
(heated below. In October, 1912, Dr.
Joseph H. Kastie was appointed. Di-
rector to succeed the late M. A.
Sops, :II.
Kentucky is essentially an earl-
cultur:1 state. Unfortunately, the
greater part of its .mineral and ton-
' bet interests are in the hands of
Etenitil trom other states. With but
few large cities and its manufactur-
ing interests far behind those of
most of its sister states, it becomes
evident that this permanent well-
being is mainly dependent upon its
farming interests. Thus anything
an be  done to improve its
7-firruss -wilt -seeougalish_-the_ greatcst
_gond, for the greatest number.
In all the states a the Union.
AgticolturaG.C.Aleges and Experi-
ment Stations have been established.
and in most caset have been so well
fostered that many years ago they
reached a- high degree of usefulness.






the earliest to Make great advances,
it is not best_ to discuss' What might have been,
but rather to say a 'few things about what is
now being done and what shall be _done___iit. the
immediate future.
Agriculture has had many hard problems 
to
be solved, and it is clear to the intelligent mind
-...7eemepeltete
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r-irs 11-0-81--T-IILY 11A0AZINI1 -
were religiously practised, the farming com-
pleaion of Kentucky would be marvelously im-
proved. The pr. ter, bulletin is a good way
of distributing information, but experience
tenth** that of the small percentage of the
A Dessasseastso oprsyta4etors eines in lie-
Fise=:of *mope° and Zoology.Of theilillikie govereity.
people reached by the bulletins, a very limited
proportion ever put into effectual practice the
things taught.
With this in view there has been planned
and put into execution an extension service
whose function it is to 'send experts to th:
farms all over the state to give actual direction
to farm demonstrations-on the farmer's own
land. 'These .men are specialists in their several
lines. are conservative aod painstaking in their




Men and money for this work are seater.
hence it is necessary to swirl( in placei when
assistance is asked, and where cooperation is
. given. Considering the fact that only within
:the last very few years has this work beta
provided for, the results already accomplished
--see wonderful. The most effective system has
been made possible by the cooperation of the
United States Gclernment, who has assisted in
the employment of county agricultural agents.
men of proven ability who confine their work
to a given county. These have already been
placed in Madison, Henderson, Jefferson, War-
ren. Metcalfe, Christian, Davies. and Muhlen-
berg Counties, each county paying a part of
they salary and the United States Department
of Agriculture the remainder—It is plainly im-
rviesible for such sian to- be-specialists ist_sil
lines, but they are in immediate _daily com-
munication with the State Experiment Station,
with its laboratories and specialists and like-
wise with the Federal Department. This- ar-
rangement is accomplishing splendid results
already.
While the field demonstrations are doing
splendid work-,--it must- be- conceded by- -the
thinking titan that "the flidif—pfunitwent go6d s
to be accomplished through the bright young
men who are being thoroughly trained in the
Agricultural College. Only in the last three
or four years has the value of this college be-
come fully impressed upon the people of the
state, but each of those years has witnessed
nearly:a -doubling of attendance. There are
now three hundred boys and girls being trained
at this college. Laboratories and- class rooms
are over-crowded, but the students are taken' in
relays and other methods are resorted to, in
o'-der to get the best results possible. While
graduates from this department i,Imost -invaria-
bly secure excellent positions when they desire.
they are always urged instead to return to the
farm that they may not prosper alone, but that
their neighbors may learn lessons from them.
The Experiment Station embraces the follow-
ing departments: Department of Agronomy,
Department of Animal Husbandry (Beef Cattle,
Sheep and Swine). Department- of Animal Hus-
bandry (Dairy Cattle. Horses aril Poultry), "De,--
partmc at of Chemistry. Department of Entomol-
ogy and Botany. Department of Extension
Work. Department Of Fertilize Control, De-v
pavement of Food and Drugs Control. Depart-'
Bright 's bisease take care of
!charge —E.






went of Feed Control, Department of Horticul- The Division has .141c. over ten years been
ture and Department of Research (het-misery, conducting series of rotation experiments in to
'Bacteriology and Biology). operation with the United States Department
of Agriculture, and has now in hand many
TICK DIVISION OF ENTOMOLOGY AND plots of ground which are each year occupied
BOTANY - OP THE STATION, AND OF wy-erops grown under different rotahott aye.
ENTOMOLOOY AND ZOOLOGY OP THE -rtioog; • •
UNIVERSITY
this Division in the Station,, is devoted to
the investigation of injurious insects and to a _
•tudy Of plants in their economic relations.
Detailed studieS „at the tith hittories of insects
:are mode, .tg,Auttding out -when and
how pests Of this sort may-be most easily con-
trolled. 7The fingus diseases of plants, such al
blights, cankers, rusts, mildews and the like .
are also being investigated with the same ob-
ject in. View, namely, to learn how best they
_may be _controlled in the interest of the_ firma,
fruit grower and gardener.
With these main objects in view, the work
of the Division is specialized in several direc-
tions, of which the 'following will serve as illus-
trations:
The head of the Division is 'charged by a
state law with the annual inspection ol nurse-
ries and orchards in Kentucky_svith a view to
detecting and getting rid of San Jose -leak or
other destructive pests. Several millions of
trees, shrubs and other plants are inspected
each year under this law by members of the
• Divisional- .staffs Inspections of nursery and
florists stock imported to Kentucky from for-
eign countries are alst made in . cooperation
wi.h the Departnien: cc; Agriculture at Frank-
A Device for rumigatin& lowitrowing plants to freethem from pest• rtivented in the Division
of IL ntomology and Botany.
fort and  Ike., United S.tates. . Department at
Washington, the object being more especially
to prevent the importation of such pests as
the Gypsy Moth and Brown-tail Moth. Many
The head of this Station Division -is 4/sec
Professor of Entomology and "Zoology in the
_ University, the instructional work being pro-.
-sided for chiefly in laboratories and lecture
rooms on :he firs4 door of • the Science Building.
The Departineoi has had a vat'.iier strenuous
year with more students to _handle than ever
liefrirenetheittstory- el the University. The
. equipment for this work will need many addl-
. hoofs in the course of the next year or two if
the present rate of growth continues. . The
3111rteril /LOW  _occupied _LW bee om ng CrOW4ISL:
--thousands of plants are examined by us tinder.
. this arrangement- . -
This Division does the seed inspection and
seed testing work of the Station, partly under
--4,he. -adulteration. of—
e -seeds, and in part under the federal law
establishing the Station. Hundreds of samples
are thus tested for purity and germination for
farmers ,an, seedsmen, and hundreds of others
are collected and inspected for adulteration.
Much of the labor required in cultivating a
crop comes from the presence of weed pests.
They are introduced and sown by the farmers
themselves with bought seeds that have been
careless-1Y- harvested, Or imperfectly cleaned.
The' Division has in the course of its work
done ',much to check the sale of adulterated-
teed's, -and has now before it the task of pre-
venting the dissemination of noxious weeds,
such as dodder, broom-rape and sour dock, all
of which were sown in our fields originally
with fiLld seeds imported from foreign countries.
A spe -ial study of forage plaLts calculated to
be of value to Kentucky has been made in
experimental' plots on the farm for a good
many years. The plants are tested for hardi-
ness, productiveness. qualite is forage, dura-
bility. et:,, and. -finally • those proving best
adapted for our conditions are preserved With
a view to their more complete adjustment and
improvement, after which they are to be de-
livered into the hands of Kentucky farmers.
v price. Will flour
Worts free of guaranteed in-every respect: is
ith, Potter- made of th trrade heat
744.  and
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HOETKULTURAIF-DSPARTMENT
The Department or Horticulture covers- the
zither wide range of interests included in
fruit, vegetable, flower and landscape gardening.
for students in propagation and improvement •
al nu p laarat it:I soli,:





fruits. and grapes, market gardening, the grow-
ing of vegetables and flowers under glass, and
the us! Of trees, shrubbery and flowers in im-
proving home surroundings and public grounds.
In one or more of its various aspects, horticul-
ture makes an appeal to every farmer, and to
many dwellers in town or village. For the
student preparing for general farming, it is
desirable to have such an acquaintance with the
subject that he may effectively provide for gen-
erous returns from the home fruit and vegetable
garden.. For -others who wish to specialize in
some line of horticulture, there are most at='
tractive and promising opportunities for further
studies in fruit growing, market gardening and
other phases of horticultural deVelopment.
In the work of instruction, use is made of
the lectures, the laboratory, informal talks in
the field, and various kinds of harticulttral
practice, such as greenhouse work,. seeding,
plant setting, ' grafting, spraying, the judging
and packing- of -fruits -suet• vegetables, etc. The
field work is designed_ to supplement the class
room instruction in such a way as to make the
applications clear and interesting to the stu-
dent. The experiment work in horticulture is
carried on upon the Station farm, only a short
distance from the University grounds. Here
there is 'being developed a series of tests of
vegetables, &inert, •eotattirrients in
methods of fertilizatron and other- details of
management, with a view to working out such
general principles of handling as may be ap-
plicable not only under the particular condi-
`'• Gib.* ••41. • sw., •








%ow ••_ • • - 
A Semple of Red Clover tred• •dulter•ted with twenty Avepercent of trefoil (with • point on one Side nr 00044'A few seeds of buckhorts atm to sample.
Dtvlaion of Entomology and Botany.
state. 
found here, but also in other parts of the
•
In cooperation with the Division of Exten-
sion, the results of the work conducted at the
University, are being taken in the most prac-
tical way to the fruit growers and gardeners
out over the state. A large and growing vol-
(Cootormed nig Page 14 1
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N the. Jican of the far-famed
"Blue Grass Region" .lies
Elmendorf. Tlie cluster of
fine old Kentucky farms
that comprise this beauti-
ful estate of J. B. /leggin
now consists of more than
9000 acres, situated in the
counties of Payette. Bourbon and Scott, tome
six miles from Lexington, Kentucky. it is by
far the finest stoat farm IA the world, and is
the home of nearly a thousand of the best bred
cattle in the world. Here "Noble of Oak-
lands," in whose .veins courses the purest Jer-
sey blood the worlci has ever known, grazes
in pastures adjacent to those of his noble
mother, "Lady Viola." and here more than 800
imported Jerseys, 12.5 Holsteins. Kerrys. and
other fine cattle contribute to the fame of
Elmendorf. Here those monarchs of the turf.
"Watercress," "Waterboy." "Star Ruby." "Ham-
the .Mighty Sal vator,"--were
bred. The finest dairy farm in the world•with ever,. Modern lin- -
provemeni for the sci-
entific handling of WiliWitiik.i;autsitussousiiiiiiiiolooti
milk, and a dairy barn
almost palatial, where-
in 400 of those splen-
did cattle are milked
.daily,..with everycow--
- -fort possible for the
attendants and for the
cattle themselves, are
at Elmendorf.
The. history of this
estate is most interest-
ing. It lies on either
side of the Maysville
Road_ and for half a




zoo contributed to the
turf those great thor-
oughbreds, "Hamburg.-
Utah Wool:ey," "Hin-
d o o.'' "Spendthrift."
"Vagrant," "Tremont."
"Gienelg." "Firenze,"
"Monarchist," - a n d
many others. The orig-
farm was known
more than 60. years
ago as the "North Elk-
horn Farm.."
, farm was purchased in
5..
11117.:'
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1871 by Mr. Milton Sanford. of New-jersey.
and the name was then changed toVtituk_-__
nen." after his famous place in the East. Mr.
Sanford did much to encourage and support
thoroughbred horse interests throughout the
State. This farm was purchased later by Mr.
Daniel Swigert. of Woodford County. who gave
to it the name of Elmendorf. Mr. J. C. Eh-
right purchased this farm from Mr. Swigert,
and in 1898 sold it to Mr. J. B. liaggin, of
New York. Mr. Haggin was born in Scott
County. which adjoins Fayette County, in which
was situated the original Elmendorf Farm.
Early in life he had gone west, and having
become interested in copper manes, from which
he . has accumulated great wealth, he deter-
mined to devote a large part of this in the
establishment of a splendid estate near the
home of his birth. Here he brought a large
number of horses from his California ranch.
and entered upon the establishment of his
.building of his native state, he became IOW-
_rated in agricultural and horticultural pursuits.
and finding the original farm, which consisted
of only 550 acres. too small, he immediately
commenced to enlarge it by purchasing adja-
cent properties, one of the first of which was
the Kenney farm, on which war the house
built by Carter Harrison's mother and pre-
sented to him by her. This was followed by
the purchase of other farms, so that Pleura-
dorf consists of a number of attractive smaller
places, and some of the typical old homesteads
of this section. with its traditions of the fami-
lies, who made up the aristocratic life of that
section years ago. Nearly a mile from the
Maysville Road, just north of the Kenney
Farm woodland. Mr. Haggin selected the site
for his home on a spot in his estate where the
Blue Grass grows nearest the skies, and here
he erected his beautiful mansion, "Green Hills."
It is indeed a fitting house for .Elmendorf, its
eat_ Ihoroughbred—brasdiag—fatin, -With----as---noble lines,  v
earnest desire to aid in  the agricultural up. a certainAeimes._after
• ilk.








the old colonial home-
steads of Kentucky, is
a masterpiece of archi-
tecture. _





ment is being in ore
perfectfully systema-
tized, and there is a
constant progression
everywhere. It has its
own power plant for
electric 'lighting a a d
ice manufacture, cons-
viets—,telephone a a d
waterworks system,
grain- elevator, a new
slaughterhouse that is






garage and a general
office for the manage-
ment and department
head s. Grain, hay,
coal and other sup-
plies are delivered di-
rect from its spurs on
the Interurban Lines
and the Louisville &
••••• da. ••••• it. A. •1.021:1111,
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Neshsille Railrna—Tt gets its awls
from the famous Russell's Lave Syria& on
the 14 Long Ears, where a pumping station
has been built. from which water supply lines
salami in every direction tin the farm There
are more than fifteen miles of macadamized
roads on the estate.
With the decline of racing in the East, fore
shadowing the future success of the thorough
bred hortie in Kentucky. Mr. Haggin sought
for other interests for Elinendorf, and took up
the. question of reviving the interest_ in Short-
horn Cattle, so -poputar—ht
Kentucky 30 years ago... He
selected for his herd some
of the best cows from the
'choicest. herds of the north,
and placed at the head of
this herd the great sire,
"Whitehall • Mairshall." 209776,
for, two.- years :holding the
proud distinction of champion
bull of America. So great
was _ the sincess of the ex-
hibition-hersT iii thi show cm-
.cuits that Elmendorf holds
the record for Shorthorn Cat-
tle, having in one season the
Grand Champion Bull of
every itate, for all shows
made. In 1910 the first Short-
horn Cattle sale in Kentucky.
since the days of Col. Wm.
Wartield. waS 110,1 at Elmen-
dorf. and was a great suc-
cess. In 1911 Elniendorf put
on the show circuit a splen-
did herd, principally • youtig-
liters raised on the farm. rep-
resenting four and five 'years'
hard training and fitting for
the ring. "Elmendorf Mar-
shall." a proud young son of
"Whitehall Marshall," was ex-
pected to take all honors of
the International Show at
Chicago. Unfortunately, the
entire s ow er w e On re-
turn _trip from _Virginia-C4ste
Fair was wiped out in a
railroad wreck. Since this ,a
new start had to be made
in the Shorthorn business.
The herd was strengthened
by additions from some of
- the choicest.„..hlood of Can-
' sia and of the north, and
with the youngsters of farm
breeding the herd now ranks
as high as any in the coun-
try in individual merit and
good blood lines. The tro-
phies won by the Elmendorf
-Shorthorns. Berkshire Hogs.
a n d Imported Shropshire
____Sheep_mould cover wall space
and fill cabinets of a large
room. so numerous have tseen
the honors won.
Mr. Haggin is not only in-
head__ta world-wide, wed consists of -the-
het of imported Jerseys, imported malting
Shorthorn Cattle. and G ys. a few of
the famous Black Kerry (Irish) and some lies.
let (English) cows. The relit Jersey sires,
"Noble of Oaklands" (95700), "Viobi's Golden
Jolly" (79314), "Sultana's Oxford Lad" (76506),
and "Distinction's Noble" (1). 4057 H. C.), have
keen placed at the head of the Jersey herd at
• total cost of $41.30000 First in importance
of them bulls is. "Noble of Oaklands." the
most celebrated Jersey bull in the world, and
terested in thoroughbred horses, but., he h1 who, ioijoscoig a custom of Jersey Island. -ea-
-
also placed on his farm a number of Shire and
Suffolk heavy horses for work stock, and sev-
eral years ago imported a number of Welch
ponies, probably the pioneer stock in Ken-
tucky of this class; these are strong, hardy
and make splendid drivers and there is great
demand for them.
Early in 1908 Mr. Haggin. was was an ardent
advocate of clean milk, determined upon the
establishment of the dairy at Elmendorf, and
immediately laid plans to secure the finest
herd of cattle that money could purchase. So
well has he succeeded that the fame of his
Brig ht's Disease I take care of
Steal& on YOU Unawares: chwn,Karge
crowned ."King of the Island," not only be-
cause of his magnificent breeding. but because
of his splendid record as a prize winner
Ninety-two first prizes and championships stand
to the credit of "Noble of Oaklands," and his
get, within the past three and a het-years. and
he surpasses his ancestors. "Golden Fern's
Lad." and "Golden Lid." hitherto unbeaten, in
the number of highly commended daughters.
for out of 49 qualified daughters. 40 have been
highly commended. He was sired by "Blue
Hell's Blue Fox" (P. 3633 H. C). a son of the
great cow. "Blue Bell" (P. 4307 H. C.).
His dam is "Lady Viola— (138437. sired br
"Nobleman" II' 2535 H. Co, out of Bagatelle
2(.1 (Golden Lad's Victoria). rich • in her inher-
itance of quality and blood and excelleate of
type from a spleadid line of ancestry. Viola's
Gulden Jolly and Sultana's Oxford Lad. pur-
chased for $13,000.00 and $11,00000, respective-
ly, are both regarded as great sire. The
dam of Sultana's Oxford Lad is the famous
Golden Sultana (146282), who 'oat third prize
at the World's Fair in St. Louis. in 1904. She
is the greatest living representative of the Sul-
tine family, being the used-
daughter of Sultane 7th,.-the
foundation cow of the Sultan(
family. To mate these sires
Mr. Haggin selected cows
both from this country and
imported .from. the island- of
Jersey, all with records of On
highest tests, and all out of
a long line of tested dams,
and young daughters of Ildat-!.
ed cows.. Many of these cows
were selected by Dr. M. A
Scovell. Dean of the Depart-
4 anent of Apriculture of the
...State University. who made
a special trip to the Islands
of Jersey and Guernsey for
this purpose and who called
into consultation the best ex-
perts on the Islands. The
cows selected were not only
the very best in point of in-
dividuality and attractiveness.
but were prize winners with
certificates of merit for but-
ter tests. The Peerless Lady
Viola (238437). the greatest
cow of any breed, living or
dead, the most typical and
highest priced Jersey cow. an
beaten in the show ring, a
great butter producer, and the
dam of Noble of Oaklands,
Viola's Golden Jolly, a n d
three daughters with butter
records on the Island- of Jet-
sey. Bred by J. W. LeBow
tenter, St. Owen._ Island of
Jersey, born April IS, 1899.
• imported in February. 1910.
by T.. -,S. Cooper & Sons
"Lady Viola" is a family
n I iii-e—famiTiaily known in
every Jersey . home in the
world, the darn of more high
priced animals than any other
COW in the country. She is
a beautifully formed cow.
with the best head even seen
on a Jersey, solid color, black_
tongue and switch. ad was
selected by the Dairymen's
Association as the model
dairy eci-w of all breeds.
REGISTER OF MERIT CERTIFICATE COWS
Jersey Autumn. •
Sire...-. Combination of St Saviour.
Dam. . ikututnn
Oxford Buttercup of St. Saviour.
Sere... Gedney Farm Oxford Lad.
Dam . Mourant's -Fontaine.
Golden -Fern's Sensation
Sere.. . Golden Fern's Lad
Deo . Red Lilly.
St Germain's Queen.
Sire.. Oakland's Sultan.:
DOOM Fminent's May Queen
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Noble's Beautiful Ma,.
Stet Noble of Oaklands
Pais Nelly du Farcq






Sam,. Raleigh's I airy Boy
Dem. Cannon'• Dorothy
11111stis of Jersey.






Sire.. Noble of Oaklands.
Dim Golden Maids IT-ro w n
Maid
COM Holding Authenticated Butter
Fat Record fur One Year.
Majesty's Oxford Lass (213940).
Belle's Finish (183695).
Trial's Sweet Bread (257105).





One of the most interesting
places at Elmendorf is the calf barn
and paddock, where the young calves
are kept for the first few months
of their lives.
- There--_-are—da-Wei of every de-- -
scriptioes-Kerries and Dexter_N_
-MBA; necti littleAro—tsteins with -Abig- --
picric/re' of white; awkward Guerei•
icy. and gentle, -,blue-blooded jer-
seys with their soft, timid eyes. beau-
tifully shaped heads._satin skins and
ears like velvet. These are the fu-
ture dairy -Omar- pet:positions from
Elmendorf.
• Mr: -Jiagson his been known to
refuse $250000 for a baby Jersey.
sad furthermore . let . it be known
that this price would increase $1000 per day.
so valuable did he consider the youngster.
The dairy barn at Elmendort is situated on
the east side of the Maysville /toad. several
hundred ieet from the demonstration build-
ing. and stretching away from it are great
pasture lands. It is suriounded by beautifully
laid-out _grounds, walks, and roadways, and is
---ebiiitructed almost entirely of concrete and
brick. It is built in the desigit of a Maltese
Cross. each ell or wing being some two hun-
dred and twenty feet long by forty feet wide.
and at the end of each ell-are two large silos.,
It is a model in sinitary construction with
splendid systems .of lighting and ventilating and
the stall equipment is entirely of iron. Some
dist •rice to -thetjear .of" the dairy bars are the
Cow sheds, calf barns: paddock-.. etc.. for the
dairy retire. Jail beyond the dairy barn;-elgt:
the spur from the. Lexington and Paris Inter-
urban Railroad, is the beautiful stone dairy
building or the milk house. In the constructu,n
the entire building all wood and absorbent
materials , have . hew eliminated: loors._
welts-sed - of enneretc-iird-thr
driors-gisif *Wider frames are of him; a large
ventilating fan supplies the entire building with
fresh air. The milk Is carried from the •dairy
barn to the milk receiving (-nom, os-tbe second
floor Of the milk house, by nicans-ori
The milk is poured first through the large
strainer, and is then distributed by gravity
through the various channels_ (a pan of it
going to the separator for cream) until it
reaches the milk machinery room on the first
floor, where the aerators .1 or milk and cream,
the bottler and capper mac-hints, etc.. arc lo-
cated. The dairy machinery is of the very best
type, and everything in the milk machinery
room is so arranged that it can be cleansed
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of the dairy building there is .a bottle tree:sing
room, where the bottles and bottle cases are
washed and inspected, finally being sterilized
:n the large sterilizing oven -provided. The
bottles and cases remain 111 the sterilizer not
less than thirty minutes. There is a sterilized
cold storage or cooling room for bottles and
bottle cases. The bottles into which the milk
is to be put are never taken into the bottling
room _except direct from the sterilizer and
sterilize-I-cold storage room; that is. the mos.e-
ment of the bottles is continuous from the
time they enter the building -until they are
tilled *ith . milk, capped and .sealed ready for
the market. The butter and butter cold ,storage
rooms ._ are separated entirely • from the-.. milk
rooms by double folding iron doors, in order
that the bacteria in the butter room May not
ia any way teach the fresh milk -room ' The.
skim milk is used . exclusively for feeding. t
the calves and hogs, and is never put 'on it
market. Just to the rear of the dairy budding
is an immense steel tank for storage- supply
.1•••••
wetsir lot_use st_llse_ttairy -plant. lit Sise---efmrs
tide Said asanajeuteet—d-. the Elmendobatr•
• thi getatest Mee is exercised in maistaintog
sanitary methods in every department, the cow)
are subjected to the most rigid tuberculin test.
by the farm veterinary, before they are a.
-copied Air -ebt-4 r-fterd. And the closest at
tention is given to the feeding and keeping
in a first class clean_ condition, for milking_
-Itik- passon is employed 111 the rapacity ot
milker without first having undergone medical
examination and __inspection. A scrupulous
clean' Waal Is 'sailed not .,oety trot" thee,
from every per-OTti Who hit't &fell—airy prs
for the market.. 'A barber and manicurist is em-
ployed at the farm, especially for the dairymen._
to whom the men are required to report daily
In the dairy barn _there is a large bathroom.
conipletely equipped with shower
and other bptlis, for the use of the
attendant.. id the  new powerhouse
.- building there' it a laundry fitted up
with- all mroltrn equipMents, and all
of the attendants in the dairy are
-tentimed to don a clean white slot
and cap each milking time The
plant is. also fitted up with labora-
torjr-firilities. for the examination of
the milk, and bactetialogical tests
are made regularly, in order to keep
the Milk up to the highest standard
of .p_nrity The Elmendorf dairy is
.regarded as the Ideal dairy in this
section of the country, and their
products thus rendered as near per-
fection as Possible, are regarded with
the highest favor.
There are also, in the new power
house, rooms fitted op for the maim
facture of ice cream and a modern
baking kluipmeiit. These rooms are
up to date in every respect and have
motor driven machinery. This de-
partment is in charge of an expert.
and all kinds of flavors of tee creams
and ices are made. A special re-
wry los cat Is utdTörThibiii-
portation of  all milk and daimprod,
 net; fr-oni- the Interurban__ Line at
ihc Elmeneorf depot to Lexington
and tti the distributing wagons, for
AI1aion patrons.
-The management of Elmend-orf
• -devoting a great deal of time to the
upbuilding- of agricultural pursuits,
aniLshough it has been the practice
of-Elmendoef to put the greater pa..- 1
of lands acquired into grass f. r
pasturage of the horses, herds and
flocks; each year large crops of • .r-
bacco. corn, barley, rye, potatoes and large
.sugar beets for the cattle are grown. For be
season .of 1913 about 1000 acres of corn wl
he inft in, most of this to.be used for ensilage
purposes. Several hundred acres* of small
_ grains will be- put in and something like MOO
acres of .closer meadow will be h t?:d. A
number of extensive- garden plots on the -lace
will be opened and in one of these the over -11
origation system will be given a trial:- -
The largest crop of tobacco yet grown
FP-gm/cid Will__ be sloe promise of 1913. Fiie
hundred acres are to be planted. This cr
still'.1se handled by men of long experience
;he planting, culture and housing of the wee.t
the yield of tobacco shot..-ed a grim'
average per acre of 128 pounds. On ose
..fatin a splendiddrmonstration was made is
7s-e a:rowing of a crop bf tobacco on what was
-..nsidered tobacco-killed soil, the yield proving
be 1200 pounds to the acre, a better crop time
f r om fields on which sod was broken
for the first time in years.
an. 111.041101110.11.0 .11.160
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-The greenhouses. Mille have long
been noted for the number and beauty of the
collection of rare plants, vines and blossoms.
(inc of the most beautiful sights in the green-
house at this season is the flowering vine—the
Bougan Yillia -fet--•-• -Chinese Paper Flower),
which has grows in tropical profusion, climb-
ing to the top of the dome in the fern house,
and hanging in great clusters of blossomy, it
is a rapid grower, with small beautiful leaves
thickly pieced, and a constant bloomer, the
blossoms, a light- Magenta • is- color, are like
Me - finfit—p-iper tissue. ' • '
The finishing touches are now being put on
the erection of a great range of fruit houses,
which is located near' the gieenhouses in a shel-
tered spot, just_ to_ the , rear of the "Green
Hills" mansions It la a most elaborate structure
of steel and glass, with perfect system - for
beating to tropical temperature, and-.-ventilating
to a nicety. - The rafters are of steel, and the
411*t
,w.;01 used is clear. air-dried. Red Gulf Cypress.
An interesting point is that each rafter is
capped with wood grooved one-half inch to fit
carefully over the steel. By covering this por-
tion of the steel frame with Wood, all trouble
from expansion and contraction of metal is
avoided
There are six units to the new range with
the Service Building or working rooms sur-
rounding three sides of an open court en-
closed on the fourth side by a beautiful per-
gola. which connects the peach and nectarine
houses. This court will be made beautiful
with Bowers, vines and shrubbery—a veritable
Garotte of _Eden with its _profusion of apple
trees.- peaches. nectarines, pears, pineapples,
plums: grapes, metes*, --stravelserrim and- sour
the titne-hoftored fig tree. 
In the Service Building are the work rooms.
storage and shipping rooms, cacti equipped
for the care of the different varieties of fruit
to be handled. In the basement of
this building several cellars have
been arranged for the growing of
mushrooms.
In the selection of trees and plants
Mr. Haggin has secured the very
best. He has spared-no expense, no
trouble, in the importation of rare
and beautiful fruits and vines not
widely known in this conotiy. —Mr.—
Haggin's cultivation of hothouse
fruits is intended not only for his
own pleasure, but will be along scientific lines.
with the view from a commercial standpoint of
benefiting, and . encouraging horticulture in this
section. and his experience in this venture will
be watched With great interest here in Kentucky.
The poultry establishment at Elmendorf. which
\ has Won for itself great fame in the poultry world.
is situated in one of the most
historical places In Kentucky;
this is the Russell farm, on the
Russell Cave Road. On this farm
is the beautiful old'mansion,Mt
Brilliant. This farm was in
the original grant of the gov-
ernment lands in Kentucky, to
Lord- • Russell, of Virginia,
whose son, Colonel Wm. Rus-
seib cense__ to Kentucky with
df the Boone • expeditions
to look over this property and
later returned to make his
home there, building his man-
sion near the famous cave and
spring which he discovered and
named. The house was built be-
tween 1795 and 1800. Mr. Hag-
gin established the Elmendorf
poultry farm about 5 years ago.
He had made a careful study
of ale different breeds and
varieties of pure bred chickens, and selected for
his initial stock the Single Comb White Or-
pingtons, and imported his foundation stock. _
from England. -.- • -
His birds have been
-
prise winners wh 
shown, winning at Crystal Palace, Birmingham 
some of the shows-of England. Madison Square
Garden, Allentown, Baltimore. Augusta, Texas
State Fairs, Kansas City and other Important
shows. Mr. Haggin's point thus far in show-
ing was to prove the superiority of his White
Orpingtons in all sections of the country, the
best proof of the greatest of all qualities being
in the winning of the cup for the ten hens lay-
ing the greatest number of eggs for the month
of February at the Missouri Egg Laying Con-
test, held by the state of Missouri. These
hens also are leading all other Orpingtons in
production since the,. 15th day of November,.
1912.
The poultry houses have been built on the
most scientific lines, so that the very best con-
ditions are provided_ for the case of the birds.
from the time of hatching. • The natural feat-
ures of Kentucky. the air -a14 -Ctimate. the' 
naturaldrainage of the land, the quality of the
soil and the great range of grass are the strong
points that make _" sr the growth and -develop-












that has been allowed. to become overgrown
with shrubbery, etc., in order to afford a home
for the pheasants and other game birds that
Mr. Haggin has placed there.
II Vie
a..
Some distance away from "Green Hills," in
a beautiful little valley, is the Elmendorf Lake,
which covers several acres of ground, and the
water, piped from the pumping plant, at "Re--
sell's Cave." is as clear as crystal. This lake
is the home of many different arieties of fish.
Not far from this lake is the old race track.
•
--
Every department of this magnificent farm
is under the supervision of. a trained expert.
who reports each morning to Mr. Charles H.
Berryman, who is the General Manager of
Elmendorf, and much of its great. success is
due to his splendid executive ability. Mr.
Iterryman's chief assistant in this work is Mr.
I H. Morgan, and the headquarters of these
gentlemen are in the general office building,
which is situated at the Maysville Road en-
trance. This office building is also the work-
ing home of the clerical establishinent.
The owner of this magnificent estate is a
• typical American and one of the big men of
this country. For many years he has been a
familiar figure in the financial affairs of New
, York. He bolds controlling interests in sev-
eral great commercial concerns; he is Presi-
__dent and Treasurer. of the, Homes take Mining
Company, situated in the Black Hills of South
—Dalc-of,a-;_ one OVIlki- riclh OA and mOSEA-Iiidery
-knows properties ht die world. He Isalso
President --sad a Director of the Cerro de
Pasco Investment Company, and is a member
of the Directorates of the American Car and
Foundry Company, the Internationa:
Steam Pump Company. the Jalapa
Railway and. Power Company, the
Oriental Consolidated Mining Com-
pany and the Oyamel Company, but
with all of these interests he is con-
stantly in touch with Elmendorf, and
as a native Kentuckian. he has
made it one of the chief interests
of his life to bring his native state
to the front, by establishing and
building up the great estate of El-
niendori His personal characteristics have
won for him the love of those who know him.
and th--.r-ughly appreciate the "Seer" of Elmen-
dorf.
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DOMESTIC SCRENCE
A Model Servant
4sN HORTXGE of servants?" repeated MrsB. "Nonsense There is as abundanceand more than a plenty. For the last
six months I have had two new cooks a week,
end. sometimes three."
"So?" said the sling-hiker. "You; too, are
playing the popular game of he sad firer" '
oci, alas," replied Mn- IL- "I aow
await a sew recruit. I await her with curiosity.
The- child keeps saying: 'I wonder what the -
next one's name will be" It is a most absorb-
ing experience.. The last candidate put me
through a severe examination. She wanted to
know my husband's business, whether we kept
a •motOr, car, and why the last girl left. --It
made me quite nervous, but she decided to
accept us However, she stayed only two days.
She found we did not employ a chauffeur, and
she objected to B taking her joy riding She
was a most particular girl!
-The less there is for a maid to do the more
difficult it is to find one to do it. It used to
be that a girl had to shovel coal into the fur-
nace, mind the babies, cook the meals, wash the
clothes and launder the dog.
"Now we have yacuum cleaners, the janitor
nashes the windows, a laundress does the
heavy work, steam heat does away with the
furnace and everything is as simple as you'
please
"Even so. With all this simplicity, house-
keeping has become more complicated. I wish
I might find an angel maid of the old school—
ons_mbs_ would take an interest in my family"
The doorbell rang. That moment Mrs. B.
_got- lee wish. It walked right in and bowed.
That moment the name of Adolphine the
impahle was added to the cast of characters of-
family.- . . . .
Adolphine swept in as if she were returning
to the old homestead after having acquired ex-
perience and a fortune. She fairly embraced
Mrs. B. •She nodded cordially to the sling-
, -  Adolphine had a most masterful man-
ner_ She immediately became ciptain of the
ship, and we mere deckhands.
She Came to Take Charge
-tion't -say a word, my dear; don't say a
wore" she exclaimed to Mrs. B "I know all
about it.. Mrs. J. explained everything. I re-
alize how you have had • girls who couldn't
speak English and who threw au-ay the butter
and burnt the steak and all that. I' am bere
to take charge-of your house. 1 . always take
complete charge. -
"Look at them window shades. all zigzaggy
(Business of straightening .sha3es.) And the
way that "mahogany' table has been—railed; it's
dug full of holes by the sweeper. I declare
some girls are. careless! I also see that the
talking machine needs a touch of furniture
" that .portiere should have a stitch
taken .in the hem. •
• ... No. no. don't •get up, g‘" right through
the Bat and find my room. Mts. J. nays si-e
s known you for years int you're all right.
.' You just rest "and take. it. ea” I'll throw a
--squint Mtn the nefrigerator ar -cc hat we
need" .
Exit Addlphise with the step and. toatesty---el-
a queen
Antis S. Cramer
"Good heaven!" cried Mrs. R.. "I and my
home have been kidnapped. - Htlpl •-1401pl" • 
The next scene was a fortnight later. The
sling-inker had been -hastily summoned and
found Mrs. B. in bed. She appeared tohg-ist
a highly nervous condrtion.
"It is that dreadful Adolphine person," ex-
plained Mrs. I. 11 a whisper. "Ohl. that I
- ever wished for one Who would take as-katerest
in the family. In our household melodrama 'she
is, the leading lady, and I am merely an orna-
mental .supernumerary: Dismiss her I can't.
She hasn't stopped talking long enough to let
.me. She. has taken the bit in her teeth and is
running -away with all of as. I am hanging
on and hoping for the smashup." -
"Horrible!" commented the sling-inker.
She appears quite capable."
"Capable?" repeated Mrs. B. "She is capable
enough to run the United States government.
Hut I ,don't want to be run. I-I feel that it's
h r house and she is kind enough to permit
me to, stay here. It.is dreadful!"
She Bores the Universe
"What is that frightful noise)" asked the
visitor. ,
"That, my dear," replied Mrs. B wearily. "is
Adolphine singing gospel hymns. She had her
voice cultivated when she was younger She
eirplained it all to me one day. But her family
objected to the stage as a profession Would
_Imo mind doing me a great_favor""
"Not at all."
, "Then -go to-She-kitchen and ask her if it
annoys her to have us listen to her. I'd hire
-- to know,••
The sling-inker laughed •
"You will have your little joke." said she.
But why do you permit your maid to belloW
loudly"
"Why do I permit her, to tell me ',Wel-
ought to go to bed and what dress I should
wear and how I should breathe?"
"You are not at all well," she said to me the
other day. "I think I'll give you a little qui- -
nine."
"The first day she was here she dismissed the
laundress, got into a row with. the janitor, and
gave impudence to the agent of the building
1 Dever saw .her
"It won't do to let people tell you what to
do," says she, as she goes through life bossing
the. universe.
"She has taken it upon herself to bring up
the children. She calls them 'Ionic' and`dleane.'
,and is endeavoring to teach them English and
manners.' both of which subjects are entirely
beyond the limits of her niarseIous education
I had hoped for a capable servart. but I hate
to be entirelj erased from the lace of my fam-
ily circle." --
"Why not leave' a call wih Mrs..J., solget4ted
the sling-inker. "and return her foe . credit or
exchange? It strikes me she's Sa_ . thing
to have Tfound _Pie house."
Always Willing toqlidp
• "But you do not understand." suggested
—IL "She does nothing that I can really criticise




well. • She has a strong perionality which ay-
_ .7. _. _ 
"For instairte One • night 11. brought home
an old college chum of his—s most dignified
gentleman. It was the first time we had had
a guest since Adolphine had -swooped down
upon us like a blizzard and snowed us under
She served very nicely. The dinner was quite
endurable until she passed the roast - a second
time Our guest- refused Adolphine looked
him in the eye kindly." •
"Oh, have some more," she said, with cor
dial invitation. "Yens Can lea there's plenty of
it
"After the meal I went to the kitchen and
explained to Adolphine that the gentleman was
my guest, not hers, and that it was my place to
urge him to partake of more food."
"That's all right; that's- all right." said Adol-
phine.- graciously. 71 am arways willing to
help_ you entertain your friends. I always take
an interest in my work. Don't you ever 'worry
about anything at all. Ill look after every-
thing. Now, you'd better trot right along all
go to bed. Yon look all tuckered out." •
"Yes. my dear." continued Mrs. B., address
ing her guest. "I wanted to take a large object
and hit Adolphine on the head. but -I feared it
might cause a commotion in the neighborhood
I merely endured, as I have endured during
the last fortnight.
"I am' told when to retire. 1 am 'told what
to" eat. She orders what she pleases and Ithr
-does- as -site likes—and it -is all done- -with -the-
gteatest kindness and Considefition.. She wants
to save me so much that there is no place .in
this house for me. I got my wish all right.
but I did not know what I was wishing for.
"If this is the way a girl acts when .she take.
an interest in me. I am going to advertise for
the services of one who hasn't any use for us
At least; then we might occasionally have a
confidential tele together—my husband and I
That Adolphine person wears rubber. heels.
She pops out of the air unannounced and at all
times—and- always with a full and complete
line of gab."
Adolphine Can See a Joke
"You ought to put a muffler on her." sug
gested the y151tOr.
"It's worse during meal times. Papa brings
home his cunning little jokes and tells them
while Adoiphine ,is waiting on the table. Adol-
phine has i quick mind. I tell you, and an ap-
preciative one. She-t, a quick thinker and she
always gets papa's jokes first, bursting into
loud and violent laughter, which greatly inter-
feres with the dignity -of. the moment. -Some-
times she endeavors to control her mirth, break-
ing loose v,ith it just as the door of the butler's
pantry closes after: the ends of her apron
strings,. _ --
"Now B ought to he flattered vTrith arch
pleasant attentions and quick appreciation, hut
he 15 not. There ii- something strange about
that man. ‘‘'hea she goes .into the kitchen
he either shakes his fist at the door or niOtterk,
- things—and that is no proper way to treat 'a
cook who takes an interest in the family."
"Well, how long are you gains So stood itr














































































































such a whirlwind of activity I'll never find a
good. calm place to break in. If I endeavor
to criticise her cooking she immediately accepts
my apology and says it's all right. If I were
to give her ni tice she would say that she'd stay
- lust the same, that she can get along with me,
sad doesn't mind when meddle. Good na-_
--Wet You never say anything like it. I never
knew that good qualities could be so offensive.
I am positively floored. I am going .to stay
_right here in bed until I can get hold of myself.
Anyhow, Adolphine tells me that I am not to
get up for dinner."
"I.and's sakel" ,gatped. tM_,*iiar, "You .have.
certainIrrolt •your




Tim term sandwich today - does -sot soma aim-
ply a filling placed betwer. slices Mbft*t It
may be pastry filled with jellies, jams or sw:et
pastes, sponge cakes lined with delicious mix-
tures, puff pastry with dried fruits and juices,
or bread and biscuits filled with savory mix-
tures. Every season some novelty is added to
the list.
Day-old bread is best for sandwiches,. unless
they are to be rolled or folded; in that case.
_bread not older than six hours must be used.
• Butter should be creamed to remove all mois-
ture, and the crusts removed from the loaf be-
fore it is cut into slices. To cream the butter,
_place is is a bowl and work with a silver fork
-until it is smooth and creamy. Drain off' -the
liquid that will collect in the bottom, then with
a knife spread the slices evenly and thinly.
'Wheis mayonnaise dressing is used with the fill-
ing, butter may be omitted.
The most economical way to serve sand-
wiches, and one which does not detract from
their attractive appearance, is to cut the slices
of bread into strips, triangles or halves. There
will be no waste as when they are cut into
diantood, Imairt-or-other fancy shapes, requiring
cutters.
When meats are chopped, it is wise to mix
them with boiled or mayonnaise dressing, or
with creamed butter, before spreading. This
LIM\ 
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will prevent the fine pieces of meat from spill-
ing out when served. - When serving lettuce
sandwiches, clean the lettuce several hours be.
fore, tying the wet lettuce in a cheesecloth
square to absorb the moisture, then hang in a
cool place.
The seasoning of the various mixtures ,is as
much an art as making the sandwiches. A lit.-
tle mustard improves the flavor of , boiled ham
or tongue. Ho dish will be an addition to
roast beef; tomato catsup, capers, olives and
cold mint sauce to lamb. Minced celery or
celery salt will season chicken or veal delicious-
ly, and for all flab fillings a' little- lemon juice.
should be used. Orion juice or minced onion,
chives or a tiny bit of garlic may be added
to cheese filling. For hard-boiled eggs add
chopped ponentoes, or Mince the small olives
stuffed With red peppers, know a pimola&
Chopped parsley is popular and will Savor AST
meat or fish sandwiches. Be careful -not to-stse
too much.
Cucumbers sad cabbage may be used with
mayonnaise. bat .. they mutt, like lettuce, be
between the bread only a short time
before serving, or they will lose the crispness
which is their most desirable feature. The cu-
cumbers must be cut into shaving-like sIices.
and the cabbage may be either shredded Or
chopped. Watercress and nasturtuim foliage
are not as much used as they should be. Both
combine nicely with meat. fish and fowl.
When necessary to make sandwiches 
hours before using, omit the fresh foliage fill-
ings., like lettuce. Wrap them in a paraffin
paper and cover with a damp cloth. Not a wet
cloth, remember, but just imafficiently moist to.
keep the bread fresh. If possible, lay them in
a stone crock and cover with the moist cloth.
A novel sandwich, but one very difficult to
make, is the checker and Harlequin tadbit.
The necessities are a loaf of Boston brown and
one of white bread baked in pans much the
same size to avoid waste. (There need be no
waste of any bread if the cuttings are dried,
then crushed and placed in airtight jars for
puddings or croquette or oyster crumbing.)
The two kinds of bread are. &MAI from their
crusts, then cut into slices- of the same thick-
ness. Spread thickly enough with creamed but-
ter seasoned with celery salt, chopped olives,
and red peppers, or a bit of onion or chives;
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ther work this into a paste. No other filling
will allow of the bread being made into these
sandwiches. Place the slices together, pressing
down gently hut firmly; then cut into slices half
an inch wide and divide into suitable slices
again. These are Harlequins. For the checkers
arrange the slices of brown and white bread
after cutting into Harlequins. so the alternate
slices will bring first the brown slice, then the
white over each other. Each slice of brown
and white strips must be spread with the creamed
butter before laying the other on, is order
to keep them firm. Then cut down throsigh
-the end •-wrtd a- sliee-of -checkers -wilt-be --
...„gbe remit. Place a -se where they will keep'
cold, to prevent the ,utter melting and thus
loosening the checkers.
For sardine sandwiches, remove the skin and
bones from the fish; lay the flesh on buttered
bread; then_s-cover with a paste made of the
yolks of two hardlioiled eggs, -rubbed with-
tablespoonful of pimento paste, one teaspoonful
of prepared horseradish, and a pinch of dry
- -mustard and salt.
Graham or entire wheat ad is best for fruit
sandwiches. Sprinkle wit any desired candied
fruits, chopped fine with English walnuts. Any
other nut kernel may be chopped and spread
alone over buttered bread for filling.
Caviar sandwic, es are made by adding ten
drops of onion ju -e to every two tablespoonfuls
of caviar, enough lemon juice to suit, then
spreading on thin slices of rye bread, in which
caraway seed has been baked.
For rolled sandwiches, spread with butter and
Sling, then begin at one end and roll as for
jelly cake. Secure with titer .wooden skewers
and lay side by side on a towel or napkin until
all are rolled; then pin closely, being careful not
to crush, to prevent unfolding. Set in a moist
place until ready to serve.
Stem, rinse and chop dried figs; add half the
quantity of chopped nut meats and moisten with
a little currant or quince jelly; spread over but-
tered wholewheat bread and press together.
For toast sandwiches the bread must be deli-
cately browsed and cut into shape before tout-
ing. The cheese filling may be at the sliced
cheese, add enough sweet cream to make it
creamy, season with • paprika, and while hot
spread on one piece of hot toast; then press
the other on top and serve at once.
M 
A Son of 'Dixie
been called East suddenly on business. And
driven to desperation, one of them forged a
check for $5011
"One of the leading members of the faculty
of their college was Professor Cowrie, a man
of brilliant attainments, but very unpopular
with all the college boys. Professor Cowrie
was the proud father of an only son, who had
iust graduated from an Eastern college, and
who had. through the influence of his father,
bees given a professorship in the college which-
the boys attended. The bespectacled young__
man seemed to be theellphea of his father, so- -
his advent was far from popular with the boys,
and a number of the wilder spirits, among
whom were included the two boys of my
story, had arranged a celebration in hi- honor.
They had had painted upon a large banner a
most excellent picture of a calf with large spec- '
fades astride its nose, and under it were the
letters, 'Welcome, Little Stranger.' Late Sat-
urday night the boys hung this banner OA'
ropes stretching across the path that led to the
•
Bright's Disease tak,..e‘ scs:rewsof
Steals on YOU Unawares-1 ZolanE3r—
(Continued from page 5)
church from the roof of one tall college build-
ing to another. Hundreds of delighted spec-
tators flocked to see it Sunday morning, until
it was ordered down," and the smile in the
Colonel's eyes as he told of this reminiscence
was reflectedon the laces of his attentive lis-
teners. "The joke, however." continued the
Colonel. "was marred by an accident, which
proved very serious in more ways than one.
One of the boys in climbing from the roof
fell and broke his right arm and fractured sev-
eral ribs, and although an effort was made to
keep this quiet, it soon became !Mown: and the
next day the faculty expelled these two ...oys.
The injured boy was my son, the other was
Wood Shellsy, who had written to me.. imme-
diately 'after the. accident. My son had also
requested him to inform me, in this letter, of
the forging of the check_ Wood. however, feel-
ing that he had incurred his father's displeasure
beyond forgiveness, determined to go West. and
desiring to iiiiisersitinjured chu-n as Savaelt pain
as possible, took his chum's fault upon his own
shoulders, and stated in his letter to me that
he had hirge-d my name and promised to pay
the money as soon as he vrl. able. As soon as
I received the letter I hastened to my son's
bedside, and when I got there I found Wood
completely worn out. I told him to go to sd
and that he need not worry over other mat-
ters; instead of doing so. he 'disappeared. and
I have heard from him but once, until today,
and that was when be sent me $5431/ as he he41-_,_.
'-promised 7-J do. Wy son was ill for a long
tine after that, rind as you know, we-took.
him to the south of France for his health, and
did not know until several months after that.—,--
that it Was Harry, not Wood, that had coui-:_
mitted the forgery. That is my story. Pekoe..
of one, boy's affection and self-sacrifice for
another."
There *ere tears in the Major's eyes as he
turned I., his son and sai'.4 "My boy, you'll
forgive ar old father for having thought so
harshly you all these years?"
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-Wocit atistieraii "Father, I'm the.one to beg fOrgireness. for had itnot been for my folly none of thesethings would have happened, to let'sforget the past; We'll try to havenothing but happiness in the future.""Indeed. we will, m7 boy," and theMajor took his son s hand, whichhad been resting on his shoulderand pressed it with tender affection."But, Wood. I fear that we havebeen remiss in hospitality to ourguests. See if old Sem hasn't gotsomething to please them. You'llpardon me. Jean and Richard, but Iwas so interested in your story, andso glad to see you both, that I al-most forgot my duties as a host."Wood went to the door and calledSam. who 'responded. "Prir coming,Mr. Wood." A tinkling sound her-alded Sam's approach as he appearedwith smiling black face and -turlywhite hair, almost hidden behind aforest of green.
- Wood took one of the - glasses—from the tray, and said, i'lessA you'll. have a juli won't your"
- And the colonel answered for her,-----'Indeed she will, WoOd, for T want.to propose a toast."
- And as Wood, with deep admira-tion in his eyes for the beautiful girl.half reclining in the depths of thearcmchair, handed her a glass, shesaid. "Sam, if this is one of thosefamous old Shelby julips, I canspeak for myself," and as she tookthe glass she arose and said. "Nowfcrr the toast. father."
"Major. to our two dear Kentuckyboys."




(Comemood from few 7)
unie of correspondence is being car-ried on, in response to inquiries onall conceivable horticultural subjects,ranging from the treatment of someailing house plant, to plans for a de-tailed scheme of planting, and sub-sequent management, for a greatcommercial. orchard. At present.special aid is being given in spray
ing demonstrations in widely sep-
arated orchards and _yjneyards. andresponse to the awakening.In-
terest in this important phase of or-
-chard practice. - —
Such demonstrations and practical
aid to the fruit grower, in methods
of saving his crop from the ravages
of insects and disease, give a most
effective and convincing argument
for the need of such practical aid
upon the part of the Agricultural
College. In later years. special -em-
phasis will perhaps be laid upon
other lines of cooperation as the
changing conditions may require.
CANDIED MINT LEAVES
Common garden mint is best to
use for candying. as peppermint
leaves are too fragile in texture
Pick the leaves from the stalks oi
fresh mint, and rinse them gehtly in
fresh cold water. Then toss them
very lightly in a soft cloth to dry
them. Put one cupful of sugar and
nalf a cupful of water over the fire
and let it boil for four minutes from
the I me it begins to bubble. Do
not stir it at all after the sugar ha-
diesti'ved. Remove the sirup from
the fire-, let it coorslightly. then, one
by one.. dap in the mint leaves., Crrt
ening each one entirely with the
sirup 'Nast them on both "ides Wit I"granulated sugar it his .is most eas0
done by biasing the sugar sprea.-
over a place apd drawing the lea;.-ver it. inn on one wde and then
'-the other I. then lay the leaveswaxed or oiled paper .atitil dry a•
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Panarvias and Straw Hats Bleached
and Blocked
ANY STYLE—ANY SIZE
Send Your Hat to Us or Write About it ,






An organization of exceptional talent, with
a personnel of individual excellence.
Has “made good- where the
strongest demands have
prevailed.
Available for concert and entertainment




MR. S. W. COFFMAN
Care a-amber of Commerce CINCINNATI, OHIO
BIRTH STONE RINGS
Greatest Ring Offer 0 N LYever made; guarau-
isement we




gold-filled Ladies' ring with proper stovbe
for any month. ONLY 12 CENTS in
...snips to pay for packing and mailing
State size and month.
REXFOiRD CO.
336 Market St. Philadelphia, Pa.
Government Positions
Let us tell you how tt ;,- t one. We
know. Get our free catalog. If you
don't rm..... it won't cost you any-
thing. You must be over IS years
Of AIM MA have a common school
education.' Try for a Railway Mail
Jsition. Letter Carrier P. 0. Clerk.
CtuctOms or whatever you like.
THE N. C. S.
GOOD a quarterly magazine pubtiahe,1 aml edited by mi
POULTRY" 6'w k. mate.. brvvd.feed aiid care for poultrythe beet way Moat complete record eyeteam Provides for 2 months work withjwiultry, in each iimue, along precticalsensible busineso line, Vu' 'tee prior& onmirk from five leading white breeds. alsoincubators and broodera of the hest kindMake big money on poultry by diner• itour way If new in the business be surethat you start right. We can hell+ you.Deals with special crow' and intenvii•farming. fruit growing, gatdenir.g. all sup.porting poultry. Inc a copy tZe • year.tt*rite tonight.
SHORE WOOD FARMS CO- Sragateek. Ilida.._. 
WHITE PLYMOUTH-ROCKSPrice winning stork. Bnisi to Lay-Suristo-Pay. Stork for t...sk• Iggs for hatching.Send 10e Joe. itey Gond -Poultry." ourquarterlagerire. :* a year. • quotasprices, gives mettiall--- record wowing 3month• work auth poultry. The way tomake it pay; Ow' P.-horieworsl- : writeVissieht. - •
- -BOX 41 LAKE CITY, MINN. SHOREWOOD FARMS CIL Navistar-la Mai.
S. C. WHITE LEGHORNS
i ..• greateet of all layers, regular eggmachines; Shorewood fitrai• producedfrom lady Mourine and Prism Pewlew,trap-neated true to Mandard. Bred-to-lay-Su • to Pay. Stork and eggs for*ale. orders hooted for future delivery.Send leer for copy "Good Poultry." rem
quarterly magazine, 2.5e • year. with 3months egg record, each moue practical
instruction on the businws side of poultry
raising: the Shorewood way; write to-
night
SHOREWOOD FARMS CO.. SmestseL Nisch
Rhode Woad Whites
America's.--hrat yere breed; pure white,
every- way desirable. In groat dewiest
Bred to-IMP-Mtre-to-Pay. Flock for oats
Eggs for hatching. Stied be for ropy
-Hood Poultry." our quarterly maraca's.
:Se a year. Quotes pricer, given valuable
record coveting months work with
poultry. The wily to make it pay. tbe
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prinfOCUL10111 or DOD ranter, Chin!
Muter BaileY 'ed with the kflline If war f_1 - Apply .a
glileil$T1 AN MARTYRS GIVEN TO nil. LIONS
cotton cloth wet with
CHRISTIANITY is the greatest flirt in history. The early Christians endured martyrdom rather than kiosks Principle. fistitz.re shown herewith, from Ridpath's IlistorYa,4=CtS 87,00. pearls sesenibled in the Coliseums at Raw to *WI= dm
=1211 alabaseloa Wand If Ms woad* *Pew ths Mmert of sassidoiHrily toynt to' •  
in arch same meg be raid Me deem ell _the OM Salad the !world The biesd el Saa
11inizattos dawn to it. Soserse dor—dean endireme MIDP ppressair 1. plus yam
Ricipath's History of the World
delighted reads living inas dmilinly History of the World worth having. W. ham shipped this sot of bodes ts er miry State in (Ii. (humus, sad semi
Dr. John Clark Ridpath is universally recognized as America s reatest historian. The English speaking world has endorsed this work
poissimasr is airs than satisfied. We have only a few sets remaining, brand new, beautifully bound in half morocco, which we oder at a very low price and on eery tern I.
Never Again Stich - a .13ook Bargain as This!
We will sane our price and easy terms only in aced bows to those sea* the coupes below. Tear off the avows, write sane and address Plainly
and issa asw before you forget it. Dr. Ridpath is dead, his work is done, but his family derive their income from his History and ts print
oar price broadcast for the sake of mnre quickly selling these sets would cause great injury to future sales. No agent Al cal. Sample paps free.
President McKinley
said: "I sin imam ebb the siert. of
=
"0 My 
command to tbe @Mit as well
. ir al th eWeald. and on
r to the visa people isorialle."
William *- Bryan-
mid: "Dr. Redpeit's Hatay if ao
is • betasig treatment to tbe':iiradaira.::
Melligeme and uarhastry. ftin thmash
sell comprehensive and will be a mein
nem hap to as increasing number se s
wileresce lacer)."
President Warren
sa Unleersity. said: "f aboadd be
gisd to we it r•Lnergi tn the i.t.rark ofever,
mesa peiriboo is the 1" ri.trA Kr.'
✓IM in the Eaglet, westing eorld
Ibmidars %here there are hr.giri --
M111 sender eicv4l.n2t st-tr,e to the
pepater tatellarree.
Bishop Vincent
▪ "Ricipata Htstors I. in ewer la,
seimmedie style, comprebrame is twat-
-smidabie type and admirable Mears -
dem The set of boots ts a perniawat







RIDIATWIinviable position as an historian is due to hiswswiartally bountiful Wyk.. a ary le no other. hieionia itat, ever equalled,
Be *Ow the great historteal events as though they were happening before
your eves; be carries you with Atm to ate the battler' et- oitt ; -to moat kings
sal gamma and Warriors; to sit in the Roman 14enate. to (march t Bataan
Med dart-elthased followers, to sail the Southern Sees withai=e; to cir-
cumnavigate the globe with. Magellan, to watch the Greek *mamma wart
bilivare with the Persian hordes on the geld of Marathon. He combines absorb-
Sag Interest with Supreme reltabtlita-,
IDPATIEI in your home mans you need never spend a lonely
.a%' You Lean associate ith the world's' heroes. you can cross the Rehe-
ats with , after which Rome was free no 
more_ You can sit at the het of
ea. tb.Iàttle.t genius hi the ancleet 
world it is ennobling to mensame
these children of dentin) To be asik.clated 
Sttts great men and events in
Is be great owes ..It, and you will add to your .tore of ktitraledge. Wilt.h le
Weer. and to the rich•efee of your life
IDPATH takes you back to the dawn of history, long before




IDPATII throws the mantis of peas—silty over the old heroes
11.% of history. Alexander is titans: patriot, warrior. stateeman. diplomat
orreerning the glory of (lobelia history. Lima, from his .touniain
form sees Themistocles, with three Misdeed and fifty Greek bhl
smash hie Persian fleet of over a thousehad gall. and help to TOW
the language In which this paragraph le written. Rome perches
Nero upon the greatest thrum on earth, and so sets up a poo
madartan's earns to stand for countless centuries' as the syn-
nonym of savage cruelty, Napoleon fight. Waterloo again
under your very eyes, and reels before the iron fact that
at lay( the end of hts gilded dream has rOMP- Moment
Is there gruff, overbearing. a giant pugilist in tiler
diplomatic ring. laughing with grim Medan •
France. which wave ^You shall sot " Washing
Is there, "four-equare to all the winds." gra
thoughtful. proof airateet the wiles of Sri
straterv and the rolsoned darts of fal
friends clear-metric over the beads of
Ids fellow-countrymen. and on bit as-
other century the most eel
world-figure of hie time
of Chatdaa's grawl:••Ur and Amy-rut'', 
magrufieroe• of ltaitylian visaltit and cumsoi
luzisirr. of Heerlen and .itorMaIrdithentler; 
er• layebamenedawatdraws.
Meat; to French elegem-. and Dentist power. or bIalflidaa *Matadi= abd
religiose freedom, to the dawa eepeeterday He coven, angel gam 
weer esiese.
lbw, and holds you weedierbal wheamealle- Netlitag
WM. Intereeting. abeorhinr 




SU-As ori YOU Unawares: charge', .townKy,
s asseprire. Will flour a..,". theta '4201 itis. _Iris hy Dsie & Stabblefierd.I
/DOW'S free of guarani in every respect; is
Notice.ith. Potter= made of t best gratfilutat
7 • and trtak es iseaits akes.































































him fur.ds itillikient to
:he home here in whid
:and to pay for a num
t for him eor.stsntly.




























































ng time to endure
Fmk •-•y• rprr-mtimi MINI int Roomettes Of erOVIII lestesil uf Itwrvssed Prodek-IWO •rf I..ng 14111* the farmer has MR:Rosin thot Inereaso4 prattle- 
6.1 1-3._,1711. I IT .1.t il, •• ! Ir,•.:1'..141* I+ • .1. • . 
-"The iplendid powr to dram, to pirate,
To-add to happiwily, le joy and rate,
Dwells within the walls of their."
THE OTTO GRAU PIANO
OMPANT
222-224 West Fourth Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO
4. • •
Represent exclusively —tU foliowing—ramous- otAlia -
Pianos ond Player-Pianos:
Kraumich and
literary &rad S. G. Llindemeura,
ancl C. Fischer., Packaj4,
M. Schulz Company, Di. 7. Nelsen,
Wenner ad Company, Welworth,
Gerhard, Maynard, MarIllw...ro, with many others
And Our Own
Grau Pianos EA Player-Pianos
Pronounced _b_y_experisLas_possessing_theisighest
degree of artistic merit • - -
Satisfactory arrangements can be made on the
Term Payment Plan
A Complete New Line of Victrolas
and Victor Records
Has Just Been Installed
Absolutely New Music for your Player-Piano at the following prices:
• 90c01.75 Rolls at -
1.50 Rolls at - Sfic
1.25 Rolls at 79c
  1.00 Rolls at, 63c
.75, Rolls at - 4-k
JS Rolls at 33c
_Wel& Prices from $ 1 5
Sold on tise GUM Convenient Paymen
to $200
t Plan
ImmosaitsiAtitalstion Given to Mail
— •--Orders
It would be a pleasure to show you any of our fine lines or to answer any inquiries by mail
gr.
A South Carolina farmer had a large number _of hog &yehiJi were ready to kilt
was SO warm 1t killing was out e question.T
